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Despite making significant strides in system characterization using fine grained instrumentation or macroanalysis,
it is still a challenging task to understand and predict the
behaviour of a computer system. The thesis of this paper is that
there is a correlation between memory modification patterns
and the high-level behavior of the system. To explore this property, we propose a holistic observation of a system’s memory
using a non-intrusive approach for sampling and analysis. Our
preliminary results have demonstrated that holistic memory
observation is feasible and does indeed correlate with system’s
condition. We conclude with a discussion on future research
directions potentially enabled by our findings.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the complexity of the computer systems increases,
their behavior is becoming increasingly harder to understand and predict. Systematic approaches, like annotating
and analysing the code paths work well for applications and subsystems whose behaviour is well defined.
However, for large and complex system software, these
approaches have limited effectiveness. In this paper, we
argue for a holistic approach to understanding system
behaviour based on physical memory observation. At
first glance, translating physical memory changes into
system understanding appears as irrational as the belief
that constellations in the sky affect events and humans on
Earth. Very preliminary results presented in this paper,
surprisingly show the contrary.
The thesis of this paper is that the memory behavior
of a computer system can be correlated with its highlevel behavior. The basis of our position is that memory
is used universally by all software and its contents can
be observed externally (e.g. from PCI devices) without
executing any software on the system under test. The major apprehension is related to the relevance of a holistic
observation of a system’s memory to understanding its
behaviour. To address this doubt, we designed Orion,
a monitoring system, which we used to explore two
fundamental questions: (i) can we access the memory of
a system externally and continuously monitor it without
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Fig. 1. Orion system architecture. The monitor treats the target
as a black box. The Sampling Framework (dark shade) includes a
Backdoor on both the target and the monitor.

significant overhead? and (ii) can we infer high-level
system properties by monitoring and correlating memory
modifications, with or without knowledge of its logical
content?
The main contributions of this paper are: (i) a solution based on commodity hardware for physical memory monitoring, that operates continuously and independently of the OS, (ii) a monitoring methodology
that identifies memory access patterns and helps infer
high-level system properties. (iii) a preliminary set of
data that supports interesting interpretation, and (iv) a
discussion of opportunities, challenges and limitations
of the holistic memory observations.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the Orion architecture, the design considerations
and our prototype implementation. Section III discusses
preliminary results and outlines our approach to address
the problems defined above. We outline future research
directions in Section IV. A summary of related work is
presented in V and we conclude in Section VI.
II. O RION A RCHITECTURE
The key idea in Orion is to continuously sample the
entire physical memory to identify the variations in
behaviour. Our goal is to analyze deviations from the
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Fig. 2. Sampling and construction of a memory profile. Sampling
is performed round robin over the region of interest identified by
block addresses A0 . . . A2 . An epoch is defined as the period between
two consecutive samples of the same block. The modified blocks are
annotated with coordinates associated with the modification event in
the memory profile. A point (x, y) indicates block y was modified
during epoch x.

expected (correct) behaviour in near-real time due to
significant load changes, system crashes, intrusions, etc.
A summary of the modifications to a memory region over
time is called a profile. Profiles are generated through
continuous monitoring of reference systems, either under
controlled load conditions or under normal operation.
These profiles, called reference profiles, are then used to
compare against the observed system memory variations.
Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of Orion. The
system under test is shown on the right as the Target. The
monitor, shown on the left, executes the Orion software.
A. Orion Components
The Data Sampling Framework (DSF) includes a
Backdoor at both the monitor and the target. The Backdoor is a mechanism to enable direct access to the
target system memory without involving the OS or
executing any software on the target. A Backdoor can
be implemented over an intelligent NIC with customized
firmware or as a system component in a privileged
domain on a Virtual Machine Monitor like Xen [1].
The request generator drives the data collection over
the Backdoor and retrieves the samples. Each sample consists of a description of a memory region (<
address, length >) and its contents.
The Data Analysis Framework (DAF) uses these samples to store a summary of the sample and compares the
previous consecutive samples from the same memory
block. It is also responsible to dynamically adjust the
sampling granularity and frequency to effectively identify correlations between memory modification patterns.
Figure 2 shows the data sampling and analysis
methodology used in Orion. It shows a region consisting
of three blocks (A0 to A2 ). The blocks are sampled from
the target memory over the Backdoor in a round robin

fashion. The time between two consecutive samples for
the same block is called an epoch. A summary of
a block’s contents is compared against the summary
from its previous sample. The summary is created by
using a collision resistant hash [2] and stored at the
monitor. An event occurs when a block is modified
between two consecutive samples. Figure 2 also shows
the coordinates associated with modification events in
the memory profile. In the profile, a point (x, y) implies
that block y was modified in epoch x. The unmodified
blocks (showing no coordinates) do not appear in the
profile.
Sampling Granularity and Frequency Tradeoff.
Sampling granularity refers to the maximum size of the
region checked for modifications in each sample. Ideally,
the system would sample each byte of the memory in
every scan. However, the overhead of setting up such
individual transfers increases linearly with the memory
size. Moreover, continuous monitoring of the memory
generates a large amount of data. The space requirements
grow linearly with the number of individual regions we
sample. At the same time, sampling the entire physical
memory affects the frequency and the system cannot
differentiate between fast changing memory regions and
largely static ones. One solution is aggregating regions
and sampling multiple regions at the same time. While it
is an attractive solution for both dynamic frequency and
granularity, by aggregating memory regions for sampling
we may lose the localized modifications which allow
us to pinpoint the affected regions. The goal of the
monitoring mechanism is to track modifications. Intuitively, the sampling mechanism should sample the fast
changing regions frequently while checking the largely
static regions occasionally. In our current system, we
sample memory regions idle for more than five epochs at
the lowest frequency. On detecting a modification to such
a region, the system starts sampling it at the maximum
frequency.
B. Implementation
To build a prototype Orion system, we used two identical Dell Poweredge server systems running Linux 2.4.18
OS over a Pentium IV 2.8GHz processor, 1GB RAM,
1Gbps Ethernet NIC, and a 2Gbps Myrinet PCI-XD
programmable network interface with 225MHz LanaiX RISC processor and 2MB SRAM. We modified the
firmware of the Myrinet NIC (Myrinet Control Program)
to receive and interpret specialized Orion sampling requests. The monitor provides the address and length of
the region of interest to the Backdoor on the target. The
network processor on this Backdoor is used to initiate
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the DMA from the system memory on receiving the
sampling request. It is important to note that the target
OS is not involved in this transfer.
The monitor performs two tasks on receiving a sampling reply. First, it creates a summary of the contents
using a collision resistant secure hashing algorithm.
Second, this hash is compared against the contents of
the same region from the previous sample. An event is
recorded if the hashes are not identical.
C. Limitations
The Backdoor is implemented external to the main
processing path, as a PCI device or as a component
of the privileged domain in a VMM. This leads to
the Backdoor having a much slower access path to the
memory compared to the host processor. Between two
samples, the host processor can modify the memory contents multiple times. This makes it impossible to detect
extremely fast modifications, that restore the original
contents of a memory region before the next sample is
retrieved. However, we believe that such modifications
do not affect the overall system behaviour and focus on
more stable modifications to the memory. To this end,
we make a simplifying assumption that modifications
between two samples are treated as a single event.
Another limitation of our system is the PCI bus access.
While Orion does not use the target CPU or memory
resources, the PCI bus is a shared resource and must
be used by the Backdoor to access the memory of the
system. This is an unavoidable overhead and can lead to
some degradation in the system performance. However,
our experiments with a similar system demonstrate that
this degradation is negligible even at very high sampling
rates [3].
III. P RELIMINARY R ESULTS
In this section, we report preliminary results showing
(i) that continuous memory monitoring through Orion is
feasible and (ii) that the memory profile can be correlated with the system behavior. In all the experiments
described in this section, we sample the entire 1GB
memory of our test system in page sized (4KB) chunks.
The methodology and reported results are conservative,
as they are presented only as a proof of feasibility.
Therefore, we do not reduce the overhead by pruning
away regions of uninteresting or largely unmodified
memory.
Epoch Length. An important question about Orion
monitoring is the length of the epoch. If the epoch is too
long, the monitoring is useless as it is unlikely to show
any meaningful correlation between memory profiles and

system properties. On the other hand, if the epoch is too
small it adds unnecessary overhead on the monitor for
both CPU cycles as well as space to store the samples.
In our experiments, the epoch for sampling the entire
memory in 4KB chunks, over the Backdoor described
in Section II, is approximately one minute. While this
epoch length may seem excessively long, we reiterate
that these experiments are conservative and preliminary,
as we do not expect to monitor the entire memory to infer
interesting properties. For example, for the experiments
described below, more than 99% of the memory was
never modified in the idle system, and was modified
less than three times under the severe load conditions
described below.
Figure 3 shows the memory profiles generated using
the methodology described in Section II. On the left is
an idle system, while on the right is a system under load.
The load is generated by executing a synthetic memory
hog program that continuously spawns new processes.
Each process thus created allocates memory in a tight
loop This program allocates memory until the system
memory and the swap space are exhausted and the Out
Of Memory (OOM) handler of the OS proceeds to kill
the offending processes.
For the idle system, we can observe a clear clustering of modified blocks with large areas of unmodified
memory. The range of memory from 200MB to around
800MB is largely unchanged through 50 samples. However, an interesting modification pattern can be observed
for some memory regions around 475MB and 740MB.
Finally, the memory beyond 800MB changes continuously in all samples. We are currently investigating these
patterns by zooming in the interesting regions for more
detailed profiles and by identifying their logical content.
At first glance, the loaded system memory profile
is much more dense compared to the idle system. A
closer examination of these profiles in the context of
the system behavior executing a memory-hog program
reveals several interesting correlations: (i) The extensive
memory changes during epochs 7-9 correspond to the
execution of the memory-hog program. (ii) The patterns
of memory modifications also track the execution of
the system OOM handler. The system OOM handler
executes in two stages: first, it terminates processes with
the highest resident set size, and second it terminates all
processes belonging to a user. These two stages of the
OOM can be observed in the density of points between
epochs 8 (first OOM stage begins) and 25 (second OOM
stage solves the problem). After epoch 25, there are no
more memory hog processes and the system goes back
to the idle state.
These preliminary results are promising but, at the
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Fig. 3. Behaviour of the memory of an idle system (left), and under load (right). On the idle system there are large regions of memory that
are unmodified. We observe some periodicity with gaps in modifications of addresses close to 500MB, while the regions between 800MB
and 1GB are modified during all epochs. On the loaded system, a synthetic memory hog program that spawns several processes that execute
a tight loop while allocating the maximum possible memory. The out of memory (OOM) handler is invoked by the OS when the swap space
is exhausted. It initially kills individual processes, and during epoch 25 kills all processes for a user. The system then behaves very similar
to an idle system.

same time, they lead to more questions and open problems. While it is true that significant memory activity
indicates a loaded system, can we say when a system can
recover and when it cannot? Can we identify a signature
of memory usage which can identify an impending period of high load? What regions of the statically allocated
OS memory are affected by such programs and are
they important? Do all operating systems demonstrate a
similar behaviour or is it OS specific? We plan to answer
these and many similar questions in the near future.
IV. F UTURE R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS
There are several interesting research directions that
we plan to pursue in the near future. The ultimate
research goal is to explore the potential of the holistic memory monitoring for system diagnosis. On the
engineering side, the question is whether Orion can
be implemented entirely on the local Backdoor . This
eliminates the requirement of a remote monitor, but it
requires efficient algorithms to reduce CPU and memory
requirements.
Memory Monitoring as Data Streams. Orion memory monitoring has characteristics similar to applications
processing massive data sets, e.g. monitoring IP network
flows, sensor network databases, customer click streams,
telephone records etc. The number of samples generated
can be very large; the same samples cannot be retrieved
again unless explicitly stored at the Monitor; the analysis
does not require exact matches of content, instead we are
interested in the comparison and aggregation of the sampled profiles. Recent theoretical work has demonstrated

the use of a data stream model for such applications. A
data stream is an ordered sequence of points that can be
read once or a small number of times. The algorithms
developed for this model operate on the summary of past
data, reducing the memory requirements while losing
some precision (a few percentage points) compared to
the algorithms accessing complete data-sets [4], [5], [6],
[7].
Data streaming algorithms for finding significant differences in network flows have demonstrated improvements in performance while significantly reducing memory requirements for processing the data-sets [8]. We are
interested in finding similar differences in the memory
profile of the target system. In Orion, we map the
behavorial profile generated by continuous monitoring
to a data stream model similar to that used in IP
stream monitoring [8]. These algorithms are especially
appealing as they process the data streams in near realtime (at router line speeds), can be implemented in
hardware and use limited memory (SRAM) available on
the programmable NICs.
Identification of System Structure. In this paper, we
do not assume any knowledge of the system structure.
However, information about the internal data structures
can help our system to direct its continuous monitoring
and identify invariants in their usage. It is important to
note that there is no need for complete data definition,
instead the additional information is used to define more
fine-grained profiles of memory modification. A similar
approach for storage systems has been previously used
to identify live blocks across failures and in improving
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the storage system performance [9].
V. R ELATED W ORK
Monitoring global memory for performance over a
shared virtual memory protocol was proposed in [10].
More recently, PCI devices were used in Copilot [11]
for integrity verification and intrusion detection. The goal
of Copilot was to continuously scan the memory for
well known signatures of rootkits to detect intrusion.
Recently proposed commercially available remote
management consoles [12], [13] are privileged intelligent
PCI devices similar to Backdoor . These devices can
be accessed remotely even when the host system is not
available due to a hang or a crash. An industrial standard for remote communication with these devices over
ethernet or serial interfaces has also been proposed [14].
However, apart from the remote console, these devices
are used only to gather information from various environmental sensors in the chassis of the system.
Monitoring a system externally to infer code-paths
and dependencies for application level software has been
demonstrated to be efficient and effective [15]. Defensive
Programming [16] advocates annotating software with
monitoring counters and sensors to modify the execution
behaviour of the program. This approach is extended in
[17], [18] for exposing the codepaths within the OS and
the interaction between the application and the OS. In
the Gray Box systems approach, system properties are
inferred by observing the behaviour of specially crafted
requests and studying their responses [19]. This approach
has been applied to storage and network subsystems to
improve performance and reliability [20], [21].
External monitoring using request tracking for performance debugging and for achieving service level
objectives has recently been proposed [22], [23]. In
[24], [25], the system is monitored externally using predefined performance monitoring counters provided by
the OS or applications and their variations correlated to
the service level objectives.
In contrast to the above, in Orion we propose a holistic
approach to monitoring and diagnosis which does not
rely on a previously known protocol or application
characteristics. Moreover, we do not assume that we
have access to the source code and we do not execute
any code on the system being monitored. Orion has the
goal of identifying correlations between modifications to
regions of memory and high-level system properties and
behavior.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Despite making significant strides in trying to infer
system behaviour through fine grained instrumentation or

macroanalysis, it is still a challenging task to understand
the behaviour of the entire system including the OS. We
propose a holistic approach of monitoring memory to
infer high-level system properties from memory modification patterns.
We have presented Orion, a non-intrusive system
architecture that continuously samples the memory, summarizes it, and uses these summaries to infer high-level
system properties. Our initial results have shown that
holistic memory observation is feasible, significant and
interesting. We plan to extend this work in two main
directions, (i) develop a diagnosis model for holistic
memory observation by identifying correlations between
memory modification properties and system behaviour,
and (ii) explore efficient algorithms for sampling and
analysis in order to reduce the resource requirements
enough, to implement Orion entirely on the Backdoor.
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